C. N. WHITMAN APPOINTED DEAN OF DEEP SPRINGS

TA EXEMPTED FROM DEFERRED RUSHING

Cornell Branch of Telluride Association has been exempted from the deferred rushing rules adopted last June by the University Trustees by the Faculty Committee on Student Activities.

With nine other independent living units, Cornell Branch was asked by the Activities Committee to submit a petition that would enable the faculty group to clarify their status under the new regulations. The Branch's petition was approved by the Activities Committee in their April meeting.

The status of Cornell Branch and the admissions procedure of the Association therefore need not be altered by the deferred rushing rules. The Committee granted the Branch the privilege of interviewing freshman candidates in the fall, and of granting them preferment if Convention has made provisions for these new men. The Association will in no way be restricted in granting preferment to incoming freshman at Convention, as has been the procedure in the past. And the Branch will be allowed to contact and admit freshman whom the Convention has recommended to the Branch.

The faculty Committee's clarification of the position of the Branch and the Association will enable them to continue with their recruitment procedures without hinderance or unfortunate delays.

THE DEEP SPRINGS TRUSTEES

Six members of the Board of Trustees of Deep Springs: left to right: C.N. Whitman, newly appointed Dean; Rooghouse, Director; Waldo; Noon, Chairman of the Board; Bierbach; and Monroe.
ISSUES FACING THE 1955 CONVENTION

The issues facing the 1955 Convention of Telluride Association, opening on June 13th in Ithaca, are concerned primarily with two critical questions regarding Association activity: (1) whether the Association is carrying out effectively the functions appointed to it in the constitution and (2) how the recruitment of new men may be strengthened and extended. Particular topics for consideration include the operation of the Summer Program, Cash Preference procedures, the financial training of Association members, related and joint activities with Deep Springs, and special problems of Cornell Branch, such as the guest entertainment program and the redecoration of the house.

For some years, Cornell Branch has had less than enough residents to make adequate use of the facilities of the House and to carry the work responsibilities placed upon house residents. This situation has been complicated by the fact that each year the number of Association members living at the House has declined. Within the near future, active and judicious recruiting must bring the number of House residents to a satisfactory level. The Convention will have to determine what special means may enhance our recruitment efforts and, in particular, to define and make effective the role which the Summer Program and also Deep Springs can play in recruiting for Cornell Branch.

A revived purpose and Plan Committee will propose to the Convention a re-evaluation of TA operations in terms of the constitution. The Convention must examine the degree of significant financial training which the general membership of the Association is receiving and, in particular, how well the younger members of the Association are being prepared for possible service on the Board of Custodians. Another area in which the consideration of the Association's fulfillment of its purpose will have a practical bearing is the granting of Cash Preference. The problem here embraces such questions as these: what is the function of TA cash grants? Are they primarily a means of providing indispensable help for students without funds to carry on their training or simply a means of improving the educational opportunities of qualified students? Should the chief criterion in the granting of cash awards be need or merit? And how is either of these criteria to be determined?

ALMS FOR THE POOR

The Newsletter is presently $17.42 in the red. Forty dollars has been recently received which considerably reduced our net indebtedness of $57.42, but considerably more is needed to pay for this issue.

It requires approximately $75.00 to get an issue into the mails.

Although the Summer Program functions chiefly as an independent educational venture of the Association, yet its work is ideally continued and extended by residence at Cornell Branch and membership in the Association. Consequently, it is important that a good share of the top Summer Program students live at the Branch and eventually join the Association. Without some controlled means of recruitment, the Association has no assurance of a regular supply of new members. The Convention must consider whether the Summer Program is the best sort of primary branch operation in which the Association can engage at present. Should planning be begun now for another sort of primary branch? Should the Association's primary branch operate for a full academic year rather than for six weeks? Should it incorporate practical work experience? Should it be located at some other place than Ithaca—these are some of the questions of policy involved in this issue.

An important feature of the Cornell Branch program which will require the attention of Convention is the problem of dwindling contact with the faculty, and a very restricted communication with those with whom the Branch is still in contact. The difficulties are partially inherited, but although this year's Branch carried out a rather full, if not always completely successful faculty guest program, much still remains to be done.

The redecoration of the House has proceeded actively during the past year, including the painting of most of the student rooms, laying of new carpets, installation of new bathroom facilities, and the purchase of new lamps and drapes. There are various projects remaining to be done, such as improvement of the driveway, roof, and grounds, as well as interior decoration and the purchase of new furniture. The Convention will have an opportunity to assess the renovations which have been accomplished to date and those which yet remain to be carried out, and to decide if a plan to complete the work all in one year might not be preferable to the present system of piecemeal projects.
THE CHANCELLOR'S 25TH ANNIVERSARY

CHANCELLOR'S REPORT
-- A COMPOSITE

IN THE PAST TWENTY-FIVE YEARS THE CHANCELLOR'S REPORTS HAVE BEEN A CONTINUOUS RECORD OF THE EFFORTS-- BOTH ADMIRABLE AND OTHERWISE-- OF THE ASSOCIATION, AND HIS COMMENTARY HAS BEEN MARKED BY A SALTY HUMOR AND AN UNPRETENTIOUS WISDOM. IN THE FOLLOWING SELECTIONS, THE EDITORS HAVE ATTEMPTED TO CAPTURE SOME HIGHLIGHTS IN THIS COMPOSITE REPORT OF THE CHANCELLOR.

E. M. JOHNSON
-- AN APPRECIATION

CONVENTION MINUTES, 1930:

"WHEREAS TELLURIDE ASSOCIATION REPOSSES GREAT TRUST AND CONFIDENCE IN THE ABILITY OF ELMER JOHNSON TO DISCHARGE WITH DEVOTION AND ZEAL THE DUTIES OF CHANCELLOR, BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE POSITION OF CHANCELLOR OF TELLURIDE ASSOCIATION BE OFFERED TO MR. JOHNSON BY THIS CONVENTION..."

ON THE TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THIS EVENT IT IS NOT A ABILITY THAT WE SALUTE, BUT RATHER THE QUALITIES OF DEVOTION AND ZEAL THAT THE COMMITTEE SO ACCURATELY PREDICTED WOULD CHARACTERIZE E. M. JOHNSON'S TENURE AS CHANCELLOR.

IT IS FORTUNATE THAT THE ARCHIVES YIELDED JUST THE RIGHT WORDS TO DESCRIBE JOHNNY'S CAREER WITH TELLURIDE ASSOCIATION, SINCE WORDS THEMSELVES AND THEIR SKILLFUL USAGE HAVE LONG BEEN HIS FORTE. ACTIVE IN LITERARY CIRCLES WHILE A CORNELL STUDENT, HE WAS AN INSTRUCTOR IN ENGLISH AT CORNELL AND TAUGHT ENGLISH COMPOSITION, ENTOMOLOGY AND CLASSICS AT DEEP SPRINGS. AS A SCHOLAR OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, HE WAS ABLE TO EXCITE DS DAIRYMEN TO AN APPRECIATION NOT ONLY OF WORD COLORS AND TONES, BUT ALSO OF THE GROWTH OF ENGLISH WORDS FROM ANGLO-SAXON, GREEK, AND LATIN ROOTS.

JOHNNY'S WONDERFULLY CANDID CHANCELLOR'S REPORTS TOUCH ON ALL TELLURIDE ACTIVITIES, CONTINUALLY REMINDING US OF OUR RESPONSIBILITIES AND AIMS AS TRUSTEES. THESE TWENTY-FOUR REPORTS HAVE BEEN ABSTRACTED FOR THE CHOICE OF HIS MANY PITHY REMARKS; THE EXCERPTS ARE PRINTED ELSEWHERE IN THE NEWSLETTER. IT IS GREAT LOSS TO THE WORLD OF LETTERS THAT THE SAME HAS NOT BEEN DONE FOR HIS PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE. ALL OF US HAVE EXCHANGED AT LEAST ONE ROUND OF LETTERS WITH THE CHANCELLOR AND HAVE BEEN STRUCK BY THEIR VIGOR OF STYLE, THOROUGHNESS, AND RICHNESS OF METAPHOR-- NOT ALTOGETHER COMMON IN BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE. JUST AS REMARKABLE IS THE VOLUME OF THE PAPER WORK HE DOES. THE DOZEN OR SO FILING CABINETS IN JOHNNY'S OFFICE ARE PACKED, NOT WITH OLD PRELIMS AND LAB REPORTS AS OUR NEIGHBORING FRATERNITIES HAVE IMAGINED, BUT WITH EXCHANGES WITH ALUMNI OF AN EARLIER DAY, NEGOTIATIONS WITH VARIOUS UNIVERSITY OFFICES AND COMMITTEES, IN-
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COMPOSITE REPORT FROM PAGE 3

TRUSTEESHIP

Mr. Nunn was unconventional and daring when he placed in our hands the personal and group responsibility for the administration of our endowment, yet his constant practice illustrates his profound conviction that a heavy responsibility develops in individuals a mature sense of responsibility. The early records of our Association abound in instances where Mr. Nunn threw the heaviest of responsibilities upon men in their late teens and early twenties. These responsibilities ranged from backbreaking labor to work which required intelligence, tact, and judgment, but all demanded fidelity, a complete subordination of self-interest to higher group interest, and an expenditure of time and effort dissociated from the limitations of a wage- and-hour law. Buildings were erected, dams and flumes constructed, sales campaigns planned and executed, all done in accordance with practical and exacting commercial demands, but Mr. Nunn was fiercely dissatisfied if more were not achieved. He expected growth in poise and self-reliance, in self-discipline and leadership, in sympathy and understanding combined with a sense of social responsibility. (1940)

Outside a respectable hatful of 482 dollars in the Trust Fund, the chief stock in trade of the Association is what our lawyers refer to as our incorporeal hereditaments. And this stock faces a bullish market, the heaviest demand of the century. Character, enlightened intelligence, high professional training, devotion to principle, and a passionate dedication to unselfish usefulness are in necessitous demand, and it is both your privilege and obligation to take advantage of your every talent. This can be done by you individually within the framework of the Association. It is a stirring task. (1954)

EDUCATION

The broad educational experience of which I speak is a process, slow and continuous. It is not achieved in haste, I suspect, even by the most zealous of reading and high-pressured entertainment and conscientious attention to public speaking. It is a condition of soul, a cultivated and purposive attitude toward life. (1934)

Mankind has achieved magnificent results in his battle with natural surroundings and his physical environment, and I need not tell you of his fearful lag in the solution of his social problems that deal with peace, justice, freedom with responsibility, and the dignity of the individual. The solution of these grave social problems is based on education, intelligent and trained leaders, and this falls into the area of the purpose and ideal of Mr. Nunn’s two institutions and our connection with them. (1952)

LEADERSHIP

Leadership is on the march, and we desperately need intelligent, selfless, and experienced leadership. I think all agree that one of the purposes of our Association is the development of such leadership, and where can it be developed better than on the campus of a great university? We expect intellectual discipline and the development of personality, the strengthening of character and the increase of understanding from our years at college, but if we can give ourselves training in practical leadership, in addition, we owe it to ourselves and to our fellow-students to begin. (1937)

If any single word covers the whole intent and end of our Association, it is ‘leadership’, the sort that always is intelligent and adheres firmly to principles, regardless of the situation or profession. Leadership is a cultivated, practiced way of life based on experience. The Convention cannot provide our members with a preference which includes a dozen natural-born followers for field-training purposes, but it does throw our members into opportunities in Cornell Branch, at Convention, on the University campus, in a varied and limitless laboratory for practical research in leadership. (1953)

CONTINUED ON PAGE FIVE
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LEADERSHIP IN A COMPLEX WORLD CAN TAKE MANY FORMS, AND OFTEN THE UNORTHODOX CAN MORE SHARPLY SMITE THE CONSCIENCE OF SOCIETY THAN CAN THE MORE CONVENTIONAL. HOWEVER, WHETHER ONE BE CYCLICAL AND DISILLUSIONED, OR BEWILDERED AND FULL OF DESPAIR, OR HOTLY ANGERED, OR MERELY SCARED BY THE IMMEMORIAL IDIOCESIES OF MANKIND, ONE MUST SURELY BE ABLE TO DISTINGUISH THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MENTAL COURAGE AND PSYCHOLOGIC MALADJUSTMENT WHEN SEEKING TO LEAD MANKIND TO A NOLABER LEVEL OF LIFE; ONE MUST STRIVE FOR A FINE BALANCE BETWEEN COOL, INTELIGENT APPRAISAL AND SYMPATHETIC UNDERSTANDING WHEN MAKING SUCH DECISIONS... (1949)

SELF-SUPPORT

YOU ARE AS FAMILIAR AS I WITH THE STRESS WHICH OUR FOUNDERS LAID UPON SELF-SUPPORT IN OUR EDUCATION. THE MAN WHO IS IMPUTABLE IN COMPETITION WITH THE WORLD HAS AN INITIATIVE, A SELF-RELIANCE, AN UNDERSTANDING, AND A REALISTIC GRASP OF LIFE WHICH SUPPLEMENTS AND REINFORCES AND MAKES POINTED HIS CLASSROOM WORK, AND OUR ASSOCIATION WOULD ERR IF IT IN ANY WAY MINIMIZED ITS REQUIREMENT. OUR ASSOCIATION ENDEAVORS TO PREPARE ENLIGHTENED LEADERSHIP FOR OUR SOCIETY, AND TO THIS END REAL WORK AND REAL RESPONSIBILITY HAVE AS MUCH EDUCATIONAL VALUE AS THE PURELY ACADEMIC. I THINK THAT A CANDIDATE'S RECORD OF SELF-SUPPORT SHOULD BE SCRUTINIZED AS CLOSELY AS HIS ESSAY ON DEMOCRACY AND HIS PREPARED SCHOLARSHIP. (1954)

CANDIDATES


IN THE DISCUSSIONS OF THE ADMISSION OF MEN TO MEMBERSHIP IN THE ASSOCIATION, I AM OFTEN STRUCK BY THE TRIVIALITY AND SUPERFICIALITY OF MANY OF THE ARGUMENTS ADVANCED AGAINST OR IN SUPPORT OF A CANDIDATE. OFTEN THE MEMORY OF A CANDIDATE'S BEWILDERED AND INERT FIRST YEAR AT DEEP SPRINGS IS HELD AGAINST HIS MEMBERSHIP LONG AFTER HE HAS GROWN UP AS THE BASE FOR THE MEMORY; UNFORTUNATE SHORTCOMINGS IN PERSONALITY AND MANNER AND ATTITUDE, SO OFTEN MERELY EPHEMERAL IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MAN, ARE MISTAKEN FOR FLAWS OF CHARACTER. (1938)

A HIGHLY GIFTED LAD OF 17 HAS AN EXPLOSIVE POTENTIAL FOR GROWTH AS A MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION, AND IT IS IMATERIAL WHETHER AT A PRELIMINARY INTERVIEW HE CAN GIVE THE CORRECT ANSWERS TO THE 39 ARTICLES OF TELLURIDE ASSOCIATION AND DEEP SPRINGS ORTHODOXY, IF WE HAVE STEADINESS OF PURPOSE AND THE MOVING POWER OF OUR CONVOLUTIONS COMBINED WITH INTELLIGENCE, THE MOST GRADUATE CAN BE CONVINCED OF OUR RIGHTNESS. IT IS LITTLE TO OUR CREDIT THAT WE CHOOSE TO WORK ONLY WITH THOSE FAMILIAR WITH THE PATTERN OF THE RIGHT ANSWER. AN OCCASIONAL WRONG ANSWER OR DIFFERENT ANSWER DROPPED INTO OUR MIDST MIGHT INVITE US TO REEXAMINE AND EVALUATE OUR CHERISHED CONVOLUTIONS TO OUR OWN BENEFIT. (1946)

DEEP SPRINGS

DEEP SPRINGS HAS JUST EXPERIENCED ANOTHER "RUCKUS," AS MR. F. N. NUNN APPROXIMATELY CALLED THEM, IF ONE MAY JUDGE FROM THE VERBAL FRAMENTS AND RUMORS TOSSSED BY THE ANGRY WINDS OF A STORM UNREPORTED BY THE U.S. WEATHER BUREAU. ONE CAN ADDRESS THE SKIES WITH A PRAYERFUL "HOW LONG, O LORD, HOW LONG," AND DISAGREE WITH MR. F. N. NUNN THAT A "RUCKUS" IS AN INDICATION OF HEALTH AND ROBUST VITALITY; TO ALLOW ITS TROUBLED CAREER, ITS SEVERAL HANDICAPS, DEEP SPRINGS IS AN OBJECT OF AFFECTION OF ALL OF US BECAUSE IT STILL BEARS PROMISE OF GREATNESS. (1953)


WORLD WAR II

A CONVENTION OF OUR ASSOCIATION HAS EVER MET AT SUCH A FATEFUL TIME. EVERY PURPOSE TO WHICH WE MEMBERS HAVE SUBSCRIBED, AND EVERY IDEAL TO WHICH WE MEMBERS ARE DEDICATED, IS THREATENED WITH DESTRUCTION. WORD BY WORD, EVERY PURPOSE AND IDEAL IN THE CONSTITUTION IS MENACED BY A MAD WORLD. WE CANNOT REMAIN DIFFERENT AND OCEANICALLY INSULATED; WE MUST PARTICIPATE ACTIVELY, GENTLY, AND EVEN INTELLIGENTLY, TO THROW OUR PUNY WEIGHT WHERE IT WILL MOST EFFECTIVELY AID TO SALVAGE THE REMAINING DECENCIES OF INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY AND MORALITY. WE CANNOT REMAIN MEMBERS OF THIS ASSOCIATION AND BE INDIFFERENT TO OUR RESPONSIBILITIES. (1940)


ON HIMSELF

TELLURIDE ASSOCIATION WAS FIFTEEN MONTHS OLD WHEN I BEGAN WORK AND STUDY AT BOISE. I HAVE KNOWN PERSONALLY EVERY ASSOCIATE FROM THE CONSTITUTIONAL MEMBERS TO THE CANDIDATES FOR MEMBERSHIP AT THIS CONVENTION. AT BRANCHES AND CONVENTIONS, AND THROUGH THE PERSONAL REACTIONS OF MY INDIVIDUAL ASSOCIATES, I HAVE HAD THE PRIVILEGE TO WATCH THE DETAIL OF THE GROWTH OF THE EXPERIMENT BEGUN BY MR. NUNN AND CARRIED ON BY YOU TODAY. (1950)
PERSONALS

The Rector and Fellows of Lincoln College have selected Wm. O. Simpson as the Lincoln College-Telluride Exchange Scholar to reside at Cornell Branch next academic year. He will receive his meals and room at Cornell Branch, and the President of Cornell Univ., will waive his tuition in the Graduate School. Simpson plans to work for his MA in History.

Simpson went to a British public school called Bryanston, which sums up its educational philosophy in its motto, “et nova et vetera.” From Bryanston he won a history scholarship to Oxford in 1950, but spent two years in the army where he was commissioned in the Royal Signals before taking up his scholarship. His main activities outside work are music and sports. He plays a flute in the Music Club orchestra and has played at college concerts. Simpson is from Leeds, where his father is a solicitor.

Simpson’s American counterpart will be named by the Convention in June, and he will receive his meals, room, and tuition from Lincoln College. Roderick Robertson is the Telluride Scholar now attending Lincoln College on the exchange.

****

Curtis Karplus and John Stoner as a team won the Moot Court Ames Competition at Harvard Law School ($300.00), with Justice Tom Clark presiding at the finals. Karplus and Stoner were at OS together and joined the same Law Club at the Law School in 1953. Karplus plans to spend the next two years as a legal officer in the Marine Corps, but Stoner’s plans are not yet made. Edward Hoenicke has just been elected Assoc. Editor of the Michigan Law Review, and Alvin Friedman, home from the wars, has been elected to the Board of Editors of the Yale Law Journal, and he was alternate on the Yale Moot Court Finals. Friedman and Miss Mary Ann Kallison of San Antonio, a senior at Vassar, were married on March 27. William Hayes Allen has been elected President (Editor) of the Law Review of the Stanford Law School, where he is No. 1 student in the second-year class. Allen has been asked by the Dean to devote his whole summer to work on the Review. John Lankenu was on the winning team of the Moot Court of the Cornell Law School, and Paul Szasz has been elected Assoc. Editor of the Cornell Law Quarterly, a new position on that publication.

****

John C. Damon has accepted a position as inspector of power plants in Korea and expects to be there for two years. There are three steam plants to be built from Seoul to Pusan and a hydro plant 10 miles north of the 38th parallel to be rehabilitated. With headquarters at Seoul, his address is U.N.C. Economic Coordinator, APO 301, San Francisco.

****

Morton Weinstein, June graduate of the Cornell Med. School, has received an internship appointment from the Univ. of Calif., Hosp., in San Francisco, beginning July 1.

****

Harvey Wellman of the Dept. of State was a graduate from the NATO Defense College in Paris on Feb. 4. The 5-month course was taken by 53 military and civilian officials selected by the Member Governments of the NATO, with special regard to temperament, education, professional background and experience, and other qualities and capacities that would enable them to serve in the future in high NATO positions. Wellman was assigned to the American Embassy in Paris and began his duties as First Secretary in the Economic Section on Feb. 7.

****

Dr. Robley Williams, virologist at the Univ. of Calif., was elected to the National Academy of Sciences in late April.
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